For more features massive data sets efficiently reduction problems, to enhance the data uniformity of the near target instance, reduce the errors of represented neighbors, improve the effect of dimension reduction, proposed a dynamic K value method of massive data reduction based on improved LLE algorithm. Utilized the search algorithms based center point, searched an example neighborly, to ensure the neighbor instances which were distributed around the instance maximally and uniformly; to guarantee the change of K value accorded with the characteristics of the non-uniform data sets, put forward the method to adjust the K value dynamically according to the local uniformity changes of data sets, designed the changing rules of K value to meet the need of algorithm dimensionality reduction for the non-uniform data sets. The experimental results shown, utilized this improved method to carry out dimensionality reduction and classification for the non-uniform data sets in this thesis, and has certain advantages compared with other methods.
INTRODUCTION
One of the obvious characteristics of massive data is the quantity of data is more, that is high dimensional data. Generally, it is more complicated for processing high dimensional data; this complexity will increase with the number of dimensions increase exponentially, thus lead to the curse of dimensionality (Stoyan and Sayan, 2013; Darnell and Georgiev, 2015) . The curse of dimensionality can encounter in many fields of application, such as dynamic programming, pattern recognition, etc., the dimension of the dynamic programming problem is the dimension of the state variables at each stage, while increasing the dimension of the state variable, the computing of dynamic programming problems will show an exponential growth, limit people's ability to use dynamic programming to study problems and solve problems (Georgiev and Mukherjee, 2012; Stefan and Hellsing, 2013) . Reduce dimension is the way to solve the problem of dimension disaster in dynamic programming, utilize some special techniques or algorithms, decompose a high dimensional dynamic programming problem into some low dimensional dynamic programming problems, so as to alleviate the curse of dimensionality. In pattern recognition, nonlinear mapped the linear non separable model of low dimensional space to high dimensional feature space, can achieve linear separable, but if using this technique directly for classification or regression in the high dimensional space, need to determine the form and parameters of the nonlinear mapping function, the dimension of the feature space and so on, and the biggest obstacle is, perform operations on high-dimensional feature space will bring about "curse of dimensionality", that is the higher the dimension, the greater the amount of computation (Mareev, 2015; Peng, 2011) .
Reduced the dimension of the data is a transformation for the high dimensional data change into meaningful low dimensional expression, in many areas has important role, such as pattern classification, high dimensional data visualization and data compression (Chen, 2007; Nie, 2013) . Projected high dimensional data into a low dimensional space through reducing dimension, found the meaningful low dimensional structures which hidden in the high dimensional data, carried out Classification or clustering to get more accurate results in low dimensional space, reduced the computation cost greatly, and reduced dimensionality to reduce the number of the data sets (Nie, 2013; Álvarez and Karbauskaitė, 2015) .
The dimensionality reduction method can be divided into linear dimensionality reduction and nonlinear dimensionality reduction, and the nonlinear dimension reduction can be divided into the kernel based method and the method based on eigen value. For the nonlinear dimension reduction method based on eigen value, the researchers generally accepted the nonlinear dimensionality reduction method based on manifold learning in recent years. In this paper, used this method to reduce the dimension of data sets, Carried out the typical locally linear embedding (LLE) dimension reduction algorithm to reduce the dimension of the non-uniform data sets, but it has some shortcomings, then proposed a dynamic K value method of massive data reduction based on improved LLE algorithm, to solve the problem of "dimension reduction" in massive data processing (Álvarez and Karbauskaitė, 2015; Daza and Castellanos, 2012) .
ANALYSISANDDESIGNOFIMPROVEDALGORITHM

Popular Learning and Typical LLE Algorithm Analysis
A manifold can simply understand as a topological space, and it is a sectional Euclidean space. For a lot of problems in practical applications, described most of the high dimensional data variables through a few influence factors, that is, contained a large amount of redundant information in raw high dimensional data; the representation of this phenomenon is the representation of the data in the low dimensional manifold, or near low-dimensional manifolds (Mannfolk and Wirestam, 2010; McClure and Gopaluni, 2013) . To reveal the low dimensional representation of high dimensional manifolds should learn and discover the low dimensional features embedded in the high dimension space. Manifold learning is a kind of unsupervised statistical learning method, and its main goal is to find a low dimensional smooth manifold embedded in the high-dimensional data space. The main research contents include: preserve or highlight the dimension of the finite data set of the original data set data set, and estimate the density of the data set of the high dimensional finite sample points (Karbauskaitė and Dzemyda, 2010; Nichols and Bucholtz, 2011) .
The mathematical description of manifold learning is: Assumed M is a D dimensional parametric manifold embedded in a d dimensional Euclidean space, then :
In formula (2) x . The LLE algorithm is typical manifold learning algorithm, used a data set of local geometric features, and reduced the data of high dimensional space into a low dimensional space, while maintaining the data between the local geometric features. We can understand this, used the scissors to egg roll manifold in the high dimensional space cut into pieces, then spliced together in a low-dimensional space, both can achieve the purpose of dimension reduction, while retaining the geometry of the manifold of each point.
Through analysis, the typical LLE algorithm dimensionality reduction process can divide into three steps:
Step 1 x is smaller, the better the effect is. To minimize the error of the approximate representation, and solved the weight by the formula (3), then can achieve the goal of minimized error.
At the same time, in the process of minimizing the formula (3), required to add a constraint condition which can satisfy the weight coefficient is 1, the constraint conditions can be shown as:
In formula (4), can get the formula (5) and (6) after minimization:
In formula (5) and formula (6),  j and  l are the neighbor points for i x . Whiling rotated or turned over the data sets, then obtained the approximate representation coefficient W through the minimum formula (3), which is maintained. Increased the constraint of the weight coefficient is 1; W also has the invariance to the data of the whole translation. Therefore, W is invariant with respect to the data's overall rotation, rotation and translation, and has very good geometric properties, can preserve the local geometric properties of the data in the process of dimension reduction, which was shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Neighbor points of i x
Step 3: Reduced the dimension of X2 to x1, preserved the local geometric features between data points. By minimizing the formula (7), then:
In formula (7),
The former eliminated the impact of translation invariant vector Y, and the latter avoided the generation of degenerate solutions. According to Rayleittz-Riz theorem, sorted the characteristic value of the matrix M from small to large, then the second to 1  d corresponding eigenvectors were the data of reduction dimensionality.
Through analysis can see, although the algorithm better using local geometric features of the data sets, in the dimension reduced processing at the same time, better maintained original topological structure of the data sets; but there are still some problems. For example, algorithm required that the sample on a manifold is densely sampled; the algorithm has basic requirements for the sampling of data sets, namely the sampling must is dense and too sparse point set can't reflect the local characteristics. There are many different options and combinations for the parameters sum of the algorithm; algorithm is sensitive to noise for the parameters' sum in the sample; recalculated for mapping requires new samples; dimension reduction performance is poor for non-uniform data; as the density change of the data sets，changed the weight of the approximate representation.
2.2.Improved Design Method of Dynamic K Value
Although used the classical algorithm to carry out dimension reduction processing for the uniform data sets can achieve better results, but for non-uniform data sets, the effect of the classic LLE algorithm is poor. Through the analysis of the LLE algorithm, can find that Selected the neighboring K value is changeless for the classical LLE algorithm. For the non-uniform data sets, the geometric relations between the different instances of the data sets and its nearest neighbors weren't always the same, used the nearest neighbor instances to approximate the instance representation, the error is closely related to the geometric relationship between the instance and the nearest neighbor, the difference of K value will affect the geometric relation. Therefore, a fixed K value is bound to affect the approximate representation of an instance, and affected the effect of dimensionality reduction. If can make the K value in the LLE algorithm can change with the change of the distribution around the instances, can make the error of the nearest neighbor points as small as possible, improved the effect of dimension reduction processing.
For the point p x , its nearest neighbor calculation can be expressed as follows:
In Formula (8), the weight W also met the constraint conditions; its sum of the weight factors is 1. There are two factors affect the accuracy of Through analysis on LLE algorithm can see, local data more intensive, the more to reflect the local characteristics, therefore, to improve the effect of dimensionality reduction, from the perspective of local features, can adjust adaptively the K value with the density of examples neighbor points, the density is larger can use with a smaller K value, otherwise can choose a larger K value. For high density data sets, the change of density isn't very frequent. To simplify the algorithm, avoid the frequent calculation of density, can determine the variation of the data set density by the histogram. To construct a histogram, first need to determine the number of groups, and the number of groups should be appropriate, and then calculated the number of instances in each interval, calculated the density of the interval. Connected each rectangle at the top of the midpoint into a curve sequentially, can reflect the density distribution of the data points. Therefore, used a fixed K value while the data density change is little; on the contrary, used dynamic K value.
Although can adjust the K value by the density variation around the instance, it isn't enough to consider only the density for the inhomogeneous region, also need to consider the discrete degree of the instance nearest neighbor. The standard deviation is one of the measurement standards which can reflect the degree of individual dispersion in the data sets, defined as the square root of the variance, which is the most commonly used one. For a data set, a large standard deviation, reflected the majority of the difference between the value and the larger, and a smaller standard deviation, reflected in these values are close to the average.
For a random data set X, the mathematical expectation and standard deviation can be expressed as follows:
For the multi-dimensional data, to simplify the calculation, the unified variance uv can be expressed as follows:
In formula (11), D is the dimension of data sets, i S is the standard deviation of the i dimension in the data sets. Based on the density of the data sets, used the uniformity of the data sets to characterize the distribution of the data sets,  is the density of the data sets, then the density of the data sets can be shown as follows:
The uniformity of an instance near the data sets reflected the relationship between the instance and the nearest neighbor. The larger the average degree, the closer the proximity to the nearest neighbor is, the better the effect is. On the contrary, the effect is worse.
2.3.Improved LLE Algorithm Description
In the classic LLE algorithm, need to set two parameters, that is the number of nearest neighbors K and output dimension D, the K value is appropriate or not will directly affect the reduction effect. In this paper, selected the K value in the proposed improved LLE algorithm, try to make the error value of near representation of an instance is minimum, treated the error value (W)  between an instance and its near representation as a function K, to make the value (W)  is minimum. The selection of output dimension D is mainly through training the test data sets to get it.
According to the above, the best value is directly related to the distribution of the data sets, therefore, divided the algorithm into two parts, one is according to the distribution of the data sets automatically learned the K value, another is in the dimension reduction processing, according to the current distribution of the data sets dynamically adjusted the K value. From the dynamic change of the K value can see, in the case of density distribution is fixed, it isn't the K value is bigger, the error between the data sets and the nearest neighbor is smaller, but with the increase of K value will appear a certain degree of jitter, but the overall trend is increasing, used the K value adaptive learning algorithm based on uniform degree, to solve the nearest neighbor number between the solution and the nearest neighbor representation, due to the error has a clear control value, so the algorithm can be convergence. Based on this idea, the process of the adaptive learning algorithm based on uniform degree is: get a sub-data sets '
A from the original data sets randomly; given an initial K value (after numerous experiments can see, the dimension of the data sets is greater, the value is larger, generally when the number of dimensions is greater than 20, the initial K value is taken 1, if less than 20, the initial K value is taken 4); e as the distance of sub data sets ' A between the farthest instances; chosen an example x randomly the sub data sets ' A , used the K-NN search algorithm based on the center point, found out the nearest neighbor K in example x ; computed The nearest neighbor representation '
x for x . Calculated the error ' e between x and its neighbor representation ' x ; if met 'e  e , 1  KK , then jumped to the K-NN search algorithm based on the center point, otherwise terminated the algorithm.
Utilized the improved adaptive learning algorithm, can get the best value of the uniformity  . From the description of the algorithm can see, the cycle number of algorithm is constant, so the time complexity of automatic learning algorithm can ignore. Considered the classical LLE algorithm to pay more attention to the local information of the data sets, therefore, can segment the original data sets, and reduced the dimensionality on the segmented sub data sets, finally, obtained the final reduction data sets by merging the sub data sets. For a given data sets, first, utilized the K value of learning method, to obtain the best K value when the uniformity is  ; then, adjusted the K value according to the uniformity change dynamically; finally, formed the improved dynamic K value algorithm.
3.EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNAND ANALYSIS
In this paper, lab environment use an ordinary PC, Core i5 processors, memory is 2G, the operating system is Windows 7, and experimental software is MatLab 8.0. To prove the validity of the proposed method used the famous KDD 1999 data sets as the experimental data sets. For the convenience of experiment, obtained 5 new samples from the original data sets as experimental training data sets, these data sets are shown in Table 1 . That is: DoS attack data, R2L attack data, Probe attack data, U2R attack data, mixed attack data formed by Normal and DoS, R2L, Probe, U2R test data sets, the number of instances contained in the 5 training sets is also 11024. Carried out dimensionality reduction processing for the above 5 experimental data sets, compared the performance between the two in terms of processing time, correct classification, error classification, leak classification. First, utilized a fixed K value algorithm to carry out dimension reduction for data sets in Table 1 , obtained the various indicators of various values. Classification time of reduced data sets and original data sets are shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 we can see, the time required for Classifying the reduced data sets is more shorter than deal with the original data sets, the most obvious manifestation is the total time of reduce and Classification is more shorter than no reduce dimension. Therefore, through data reduction, didn't reduce the late treatment effect through reducing data sets, and reduced the processing time and storage consumption, improved the correct classification rate of data sets. Then, to verify the performance of the improved LLE algorithm for unknown data sets, utilized the method to reduce the dimension of the known data sets, used the fuzzy C means clustering algorithm to classify the data sets, obtained two types of cluster centers, carried out the fuzzy C means classification for the unknown DoS data sets, the classification effect is shown in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 we can see, reduced the dimension of the original data sets, utilized the classification result of the known data sets to classify the unknown data sets, although the classification results have been decreased, but the correct classification rate is higher than no reduce dimension.
Figure 2. Classification rate comparison chart between unknown and known data sets
Finally, to further validate the effectiveness of reduction method compared with You Chen, et al. who utilized a feature selection algorithm (FSOSGT) to carry out dimension reduction processing. In table1, used the known attack data sets and unknown attack data sets as the test data sets; first, reduced the dimension of the data sets, then classified the reduce data sets, analyzed the data sets' relationship between the error classification rate and the correct classification rate, the test results of the DoS attack data sets are shown in Figure 3 . From Figure  3 we can see, the IKLLE algorithm compared with the FSOSGT algorithm, carried out dimension reduction to get the characteristic number, for most attacks, the data sets is also basically consistent; but the IKLLE algorithm has certain advantages in the correct classification rate, especially in the data sets of unknown attacks, is higher average two percentage points than FSOSGT algorithm. 
4.CONCLUSIONS
Aim at utilizing the immobile K value in classical LLE algorithm, existed some shortcomings while performing dimensionality reduction for the non-uniform data sets, analyzed the effect of fixed K value affected on dimension reduction. To improve the effect of dimensionality reduction for the non-uniform data sets, proposed a dynamic K value method of massive data reduction based on improved LLE algorithm. In this method, to guarantee the change of K value accorded with the characteristics of the non-uniform data sets, put forward the method to adjust the K value dynamically according to the local uniformity changes of data sets, designed the changing rules of K value to meet the need of algorithm dimensionality reduction for the nonuniform data sets, can effectively reduce the error between the instance and its neighbor representations by selecting the K value. The experimental results shown, utilized this improved method to carry out dimensionality reduction for the non-uniform data sets, and has certain advantages compared with some fixed K value algorithms. Reconstructed the data in the low dimensional space, could better maintain the topology relation of the original data sets, reduced processing time and storage consumption, and improved the correct classification rate of the data sets.
